Incapacitating the evolutionary capacitor: Hsp90 modulation of disease.
The nature-nurture argument surrounding the mechanisms of disease causation cannot be resolved, as the roles of genes and environment are inextricably entwined. Environmental fluctuation is clearly a major modifier of phenotype, as well as a promoter of evolutionary change. Both types of variability can be mediated by the stress response pathway, with the Hsp90 chaperone family as key components. Hsp90 has been hailed as a capacitor for evolutionary change, because partial inhibition of its functions can uncover cryptic mutations, leading to unexpected phenotypes that, although generally deleterious, will under rare new environmental conditions provide improved survival to the carrier of that variant. There is, therefore, a strong environmentally elicited link between the capacity to reveal hidden variation as human disease phenotype and as novel morphological forms for evolutionary selection.